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Wonder Grip® Sustainability Programme  
With Earth Trust Rangers and Volunteers 
Here at Wonder Grip® within our Sustainability programme we have moved to a hands-
on approach, to do everything we can to help build a healthier & more sustainable future 
for our planet. We have selected three products from our range the WG-338 Thermo Plus, 
WG-1855HY U-Feel and NA-218 BRIGHTGARDEN to put them through their paces out in 
the land of Sustainability with the Earth Trust Ranger who gave us his feedback on how 
the gloves performed. 
 
Wonder Grip® WG-338 Thermo Plus: Review from an Earth Trust Ranger 
“For many years I have used the -competitor name- gloves for wet weather work and 
winter work. The Wonder Grip® WG-338 Thermo Plus offers a similar level of warmth 
with more grip and dexterity. The lining is thinner and better attached. It means that you 
have more control and dexterity especially when doing fiddly jobs involving screws, nuts, 
and bolts. The latex is much stronger than on the – competitor name- equivalent. After 2 
winters of -competitor name- glove, I will probably move to the WG-338 this year.” 
 
Wonder Grip® WG-1855HY U-feel : Review from an Earth Trust volunteer - Gardener 
“I tried the Wonder Grip® WG-1855HY U Feel in size 9L, they fitted snugly. They were 
comfortable to work in however the backs and elasticated wrists have snagged after a 
day’s wear.” 
 
Wonder Grip® NA-218 : Review from an Earth Trust volunteer – Land management 
“After trying out the Wonder Grip® NA-218 BRIGHTGARDEN gloves, we were issued with 
last Thursday, I have to say I was impressed at how easy my pair was to wear from the 
very start. They’re comfortably lined, allow good freedom of movement, and have plenty 
of grip. 

 
Our Director of Programmes and Partnerships Ian Nutt is thrilled to have the support of 
Wonder Grip® and had this to say about the recent donation:  
“Earth Trust is very grateful to Wonder Grip® for their generous donation that supports 
our work. I’m also really encouraged by our ongoing discussions about the potential for 
a future partnership. I’m looking forward to supporting them with their aspirations for a 
more sustainable tomorrow.” 

Here at Wonder Grip® we would like to thank the Earth Trust Ranger and Volunteers for 
their amazing generosity, time, and hard work! 
Wonder Grip® look forward to working together over the strengthen of our Sustainability 
Programme and build a healthier & more sustainable future ! 

 


